
Participant Information Sheet

Project Title: Other beings ‘Being’ present: an existential inquiry into the way clients
experience the presence of other beings during outdoor therapy

Name of Researcher: Nicholas Langley

Thank you for your interest in taking part in this research. Before you agree to take
part, please read the following information.

If you have any questions arising from the Information Sheet or explanation already
given to you, please ask the researcher before you to decide whether to participate.

About the Researcher
I am a senior accredited member of the National Counselling Society and postgraduate
student studying for an ‘MA in Counselling and Psychotherapy Practice’ at Bath Spa
University. I am an experienced therapist of almost ten years, and I have a particular interest
in working outdoors with people, in a way that brings together nature-based therapy and
philosophy.

Project Overview
This project is trying to understand, from your perspective, what it is like to meet ‘other
beings’ during an outdoor therapy session. I am using the phrase ‘other beings’ because
outdoor therapy (sometimes written as ecotherapy) sees all living creatures as being of equal
worth, and so the phrase ‘other being’ includes people, animals, and all other living things.

Some examples of what this project is interested in:
● You are out with your therapist and meet another person walking their dog.
● You are sitting with your therapist and a bird lands near your feet.
● Your therapist invites you to stand still and when you do, you fully notice all of the

life around you.

Sometimes the presence of ‘others’ is invited, and sometimes not, this project is interested in
both.

The stages of the project

The project will run between October 2021 and May 2022 and it will involve the following
stages:
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● Interviews - Individual interviews with people who have experienced outdoor therapy

● Notes - An examination the interview recording, making notes on any themes that
emerge from our discussions

● Analysis - Once all of the interviews have been processed, the notes will be
cross-referenced to see if there are any similarities or differences.

● Write Up - The last stage of the research process will be to write up my findings, and
to examine any overlaps in participants from an existential perspective. Existentialism
is a philosophy that is interested in the meaning of being (existing), and is an
important part of my therapy model.

Why you have been invited
You have been invited to participate because your experiences of ‘other beings’ during
outdoor therapy provide the best way to understand how important, if at all, the presence of
other beings is to the therapeutic process.

In order to participate, you will need to meet the following selection criteria:

● You will be no less that 18 years of age
● You have engaged in outdoor therapy that:

○ Is facilitated by a qualified counsellor or psychotherapist, and ideally has some
training in outdoor therapy

○ Is always or frequently outdoors
○ Often includes engaging with the environment (this might be placing your

hand on a tree, taking your shoes off and feeling the ground with your bare
feet, being actively mindful of the surroundings as a part of the therapy.

It is important to note that simply sitting in your therapist's garden, without any
acknowledgement of the natural space will not meet the criteria.

What to expect from the interview
The interview will be held via a secure (encrypted) video conferencing platform and will last
approximately one hour. During the interview I will ask whether you would like to proceed
and remind you that you can withdraw consent at any time.

It’s really important to know that we will not be focusing on the reasons that you attended
therapy and you will not be asked any direct questions regarding your life outside of therapy.
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Instead, we will have a discussion about your experiences of therapy and in particular how
you found the presence of others during your session.

I may ask questions that are designed to gain more information/detail about a subject that we
are already talking about, you can answer these questions any way that you would like to;
there are no right or wrong answers.

I’ll let you know when we are coming to the end of our time together and once the interview
has been completed, your part will be over.

What are the possible risks and benefits from being involved?
It’s important for me as a researcher to be open and honest about any risks or benefits that
might come about as a result of your participation.

By engaging in this research project you will be helping outdoor therapists better understand
how we can provide a safe and meaningful experience to our clients. By sharing your
experiences we will be able to extend our understanding of ‘others’ in therapy, and we will be
able to use the project outcomes to work in as meaningful a way as possible.

The hour that we spend working together will be a space to explore your experiences of
‘others’ during your therapy session and you will not be asked questions about your personal
life.

Confidentiality
I am an experienced, professional counsellor and I understand how important it is to maintain
the confidentiality of the people that I work alongside. I will protect your identity throughout
the project by following these rules:

● During the interview I will be in a private, confidential space where there is no risk of
anyone overhearing or seeing our video conversation.

● Both the transcript, and any notes made during analysis will use a pseudonym (fake
name) In addition, any important facts about you will be generalised, for example, if
you work for the ambulance service, I will write ‘works for a public service’, if you
are a teacher, I would write, ‘works in education’.

● As the sole researcher only myself and my supervisor will have access to the original
transcript and recordings

How your Data will be used and stored
The video platform will use industry standard encryption to ensure that the data is secure
during the interview, the session will be recorded and stored on an encrypted harddrive. I will
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use the recording to further gain insight into your experience, identify themes, and explore
wider and common themes that may exist across interviews.

My supervisor might ask to see the transcript or my notes, however this will be after the
information has been anonymised. I will not share either the video recording, or any other
document containing your personal data with any third party.

At the conclusion of the project, once the paper has been submitted and graded, all of your
personal data will be completely erased.

Who to contact if you need emotional support
The interview has been designed as a gentle exploration of your experiences and is not
intended to be personally challenging, however, if any part of the process causes you distress
you can contact the following services for support:

● The Samaritans - Tel. 116 123 (Free) or visit their website
https://www.samaritans.org/

● NHS 111 service - Tel. 111 (Free) or visit their website https://111.nhs.uk/

● If it is an emergency, you can call 999 or visit your nearest A&E centre

The research proposal has been approved by Bath Spa University and is in accord with their
research ethics, which seeks to ensure that participants are protected from harm. They may
be contacted on: m.sims@bathspa.ac.uk

Questions
Any questions you may have about this Information Sheet or the Informed Consent sheet or
any other aspect of the research can be addressed to me at
nicholas.langley19@bathspa.ac.uk

Signature:

Date:

Print name :

https://111.nhs.uk/

